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ABSTRACT

Important theoretical and experimental developments in the
field ot electrocr,ystallization on single crystals are brie.fl.y
reviewed and new data presented. The deposition of nickel trom
a Watts-type bath onto electrolytically polished monocr,ystals

ot copper is the system chosen for study. Various aspects 0£
the structural changes in the deposit with increasing thickneas
are considered.

The electron microscope is the main tool

employed and the deposit is studied by detaching it from the
basis metal as well as by the use of surface replicas.
Short backgrounds in crystallography and electron microscopy
are included.

-2-

I.

INTRODUCTION

The structure of electrodeposited metals has long been a topic
!or study and interested speculation.

In 1936, E. A. Anderson

obRnl'Ved, niou can take a metal o! one crystal structure and
deposit on it another of an entirely different structure and alter
it so that it will .:Cit the basis metal. Many- studies have been
made of the e.f'fects of working on metals, and metals have been worked

until they fell a!>B-rt, but the fundamental crystal structure has not
been destroyed. • • Electrodeposited metal may be essentiallT and
(;'._2)

.t\:tndamental.lT different from rolled or cast metal."
Anderson may have become overly enthusiastic about the then

known results of the epitaxial growth of electrodeposits. It is no
longer believed that the normal crystal structure of a metal can be
altered, when it is electrodeposited, to another structure entirely
different, and the substrate-oriented structure does not continue
indefinitely in the deposit, as has been pointed out by various
workers.

(42, 45, 48, 68, 91, l.43, 185)

Why the deposit :may orient itself with respect to the basis

metal is not completely lmown.

Even less understood is the great

variation in extent of epitaxy deperning upon the particular
crystallographic plane of the substrate on which deposition occurs.
Thus, for example, the nickel electrodeposit formed on a single
crystal of copper soon becomes polycrystalline on crystal faces

µn}

making

a small angle with the

planes but on crystal faces

making

a small. angle with the -(_loo] planes remains monoccystalline

-3-

and .follows the orientation ot the substrate to thicknesses as great
(110)

Hore and more thought is being given at the present time to
interpreting electrodeposition behavior in terms ot such factors as
(169)
structural imperfections at the surface
and'the electronic

(177)

structures of the surface ani the depositing ion.

The study

of electrodeposition as a means o! crystal growth, however, has long
been neglected in favor 0£ other methods ot crystal preparation
(evaporation, cooling from the melt, precipitation from supersaturated
solutions,,

etc~) •

'Yet this study can be intellectually challenging,

esthetically fascinating, and scientifically rewarding in the
uncovering ot new facts, in the relatively little-explored meeting
ground of electro-chemistry and crystallograplJ¥.

II. BACKGROUND

A.

Crystallograp;tiz

A complete discussion 0£.cryatallograpq is naturally beyond the
scope of this paper. To those desiring such discussion Buerger•s
.
.
(24)
"Elementary Crystallography"''
is recommemede An excellent shorter

review is to be found in the first chapter ot Barrett• s "Structure
o! Metals. ti
Single Cqstals and 'lb.air Terminology:•.

Crystallinity is oharaotcrietic of all true solids.

The

fundamental feature of all crystalline substances, which distinguishes
themfroJ11 gases, liquids, ar.d amorphous .solids, is a periodicity, or
regular repetition, in three dimellflions as the atoms or molecules

arrange them.selves to form larger particles·.

These "larger" particles,

the crystallites or grains, may be themselves of microscopic

dimensions.

In an ordinary section of matter large enough to sea or

hold, many thousands o:t such grains are arranged in unordered
Juxtaposition to one another.

If the orderly arra7 of periodic

repetition persists without interruption so that an entire specimen
of material is composed of only one grain, this is a single crystal.
This ms.7 be easU,. visualized in the analog,- suggested by F. C.
Armistead,,

"ADT one

crystal. • • has all its atoms in good order like

soldiers in a compaey on parade.

In fact,, an ordinary piece of

metal is like a parade ground packed with ms.iv companies 0£ soldiers,

each with good order within itself but bearing no relation to the

-slines ot the other companies."

(3)
It each comp8.Jl1" should then align

itself ao as to face the same direction, the resulting arrangement
would satisfy one earlier worker who defined

si~le

crystals as those
{83)

composed of numerous crystallites of similar orientationr

This

definition is no longer accepted· and thus in tl}.e analogy the companies
would ba.ve to coalesce so that no distinguishing feature remained to
show where one ended and another began; i.e., they would form one

large single company.

Before proceeding with the.discussion of particular aspects of
crystals, it would be well to review the conventions of terminology.
It is assumed that the read.el'. is 1'amiliar with the use ot the
Miller itdices - h k l - to designate speci!io crystallographic planes
in terms

ot their intersections with rectangular coordinate axes.

The refinements of this notation are not as widely recognized,, however.

For instance,, the same trio of integers used to denote a particular

plane may also be used to indicate a particular direction within that
planel depending on how they are enclosed.

The concept o! crystallo•

graphic directions may more easily be visualized i£ the crystal is

imagined in the £orm of a sphere •.. To say that a given direction is [110]
to a given point means that the point which lies in that direction at

on: the sphere from the given point represents the intersection of the
(110) plane with the· sphere.
:ft"!,f;:!.\e 1.

An illustrative sketch is shown in

The atomic plane is a (100) in the face-centered cubic

system. ·Arrows are drawn in two principal dil9 ctions.

The

[1111

direction would be out of the plane of the paper.

90°

The commonly accepted conventions of designation are given

(110) ~ a particular plane with Mill.er ixxtices h
aivi l • o~
·

.e,ioJ- a set of planes in Which b,
permutation of 11 l, and

LllO] -

o.

=l, k =1

1

k, and 1 majr' be &ey

a direction, toward the (UO) plane.

9-10/ - a

set of directionB, toward any of

the {11ci}

planes.

llO ,_ a point, used to designate the diffraction spot caused
by reflections from the (llO) plane.
In this s1eteni of notation it is inaccurate to state that there

are twelve possibie (110) plaries in a cubic crysta:L, unless the frame
of reference is changed.

Technioa.ll.7, there is only one (110) plane;

the other eleven planes are designated as (llO),

(""ioi), (loi), {101), (Oll), (Ol.1), (Oll),

and

(no);. (UO),

(-101),

(011) respectively.

On the other han:t, one ·can state without qualification that there are

twelve possible·

{.uoJ

planes in the cubic systeL

Since in this thesis a given set o! index numbers will usually be
used to denote a particular atomic arrangement, without regard to its
direction or to the relative positions of other planes of like arrangement, the braces convention Will be adopted.

Thie will also avoid

confusion with references to source material,; which are enclosed in

parentheses.
The term "crystal !ace" denotea an exposed plane, or an atomic

arrangement on the surface.

On spherical single crystals, a "pole"

is that point at which a given plane intersects the sphere, as a {10cif

pole-;. A [100}· face on: a sphere, as it is commonly spoken of, includes
a

{_1o<iJ pole and

the ~ea ilnmediately surrounding it.

Imperfections in Crysta.ls.
One should not form the impress1o,n that single crystals must

necessariJ.1' consist ,0£ perfect arrays. All prepared single crystals

contain imperfections which, it has been suggested,, are a necessar,r
($7)
(J.41)
requisite for growth.

Rees

recognizes three "grades'* 0£

crystals:
a)

Perteet crystals.

b)

Ideally im,per!ect, or "mosaic" crystals in whigh
slightly disoriented small crystal blocks {10- to io-4 cm)
are themselves perfect cryGtals.

c)

Defect crystals,, in which lattice sites ere le!t vacant
(Schottky defects) or in which atoms occupy interstitial
positions (Frenkel defects).

The crystals re!erred to in this paper fall generally into the
aeoond category, in which an imperfection is defined as a small {only
a .few atomic diameters in at least one dimension) region in which the
regular pattern breaks down am some atoms are not properl7 surrounded
(140)
by neighbors.
Figure 2 illustrates a crystal which has many such
regions and yet is still single.

The imperfections of most interest formaders of this thesis ere
stacking faults, twin boundaries,, an:i dislocations.

The last mentioned

io the most .fundamental of the three, the others being special cases.
Without entering the rigorous field of dislocation theory, one can
fora a menta1 picture ot a dislocation by considering part of the
crystal as slipping, or sliding, across another part.

Thus the

pictorial definition,, "A dislocation io a line imperfection forming
(140)
the boundary- within the crystal o.t the slipped area."
From the
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rlGURE 2
AN \ MPERFE CT SINGLE CRY STAL
REPf'OD•C.ID i:'"OM &ARA£TT, "STRUC.TUPU Oi:' "11TALS"

point 0£ view of crystal. growth the screw dislocation is the most
useful concept. This is illustrated in Figure .).

Here the le.tt hand

portion of the crystal .has slipped down one unit along.the line BC.
But the slip does not extend across the whole surface, only back to

A. Thus the upper surface of the crystal consists of a single atomic
plane in the form of a helieoid, which explains the name, "screw"
dislocation.

A fault is a deviation from nornm.l stacking sequence. It occurs
on close-packed planes such as shown in Figure

4.

On a {lll} plane

{the close-packed plane of face-centered cubic crystals) the normal
stacking order may be represented as ABCABCABC • •• Stacking faults
may be produced bys

a)

Slip, as of B plane into adjacent C set 0£ hollows.
All planes above B move with it in the same dimotion
so that the stacking sequence becomes ••• ABCABCA/CABC •••
where the diagonal JD&rka the slip plane.

b)

Removing a plane,, thus producing ••• AECABABCA.Bc •••
.Ana'.cysis shows this to be the same fault as a) but
without the tangential displacement.

o)

Inserting a plane,, giving the sequence •••ABCABACAEC •••

In each stacking fault there are two violations of proper neighbors,
or ot stacking sequence.
an:l an ACA sequence•

In c) for instance, there is an ABA. sequence

In a twin there is only one such violation.

It is a stacking o.:r planes so that the order on one aide of the

"twinning plane" is in mirror image to that on the other side, as

·••• ABCABCEACBA. ••• Any one of succeeding planes may become a twin
plane itself', however, in which case the structure reverts back to
its original order.

Thus, a stacking fault may be seen as a twin

only one or tvo atomic planes thick.

-1.0-
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-uIn nickel, as in copper and other face-centered cubic metals,
twinning takes place on

{nl.J
.

planes (only one in a hundred twinning ·
(20)

planes in copper is a f2103).
may'

For all practical purposes the

be considered the only twinning plane.

This

'JM;y

.£11:!1

be intuitiYely

grasped b7 imagining a cube cross-sectioned along any of the

majo~

planes and one half rotated 180° with respect to the other hal.£.

it the cross•seotion is along a

Only

tlllJ plane will the result be of

different form from the original.

If a twin or stacking fault lies entirely withiil the crystal,
instead of continuing to its edges, then its bound8.?'Y' with the normal
(140)
crystal matrix is a partial dislocation•

It is interesting to note that no1J eveey metal 'IIJJlY" form twins,
and that even in those metals and alloys which do the twins do not

torm under all cord.itions. P\lsion and solidification, annealing and

. (149)
homogenizing; for instance, do not produce twins•

Dislocations were introduced into the theor.v of crysta1 growth
($7)
(29,JO)
by Frank in 1949.
This 1 along with Burton e.M Cabrera's · ·

analy'sis of the atomic nature of growth surfaces, explained the observed
rate of growth on close-packed surfaces and predicted the form of ·
growth sur.t'a:ces.

According to this theory screw dislocations

in' the

substrate provided a mechanism. Whereby the growing crystal could
advance without the nucleation o! additional layers•·

The surface with

a screw dislocation could never complete an'atomic plane and locations
would always be available in which an incoming particle would have
three nearest neighbors, which make it more tightly bound than two or

one nearest neighbor.

C;rystal Growth during Eleotrodeposition.
In deposition from an ·electrolyte the energr difference between

a metal ion in solution an:l

an atom in the crystal lattice is some-

what less than ii' the metal were free prior to crystallization, as in

evaporation.

EU.rthermore, the metal ion in solution is under the

inf'luenoe·of solvent neighbors.· To reach the cathode.surface the
metal ion must move through the dipole layer, which also inhibits
(122)
lateral movement of the metal particle along the surface.
·

1£1 at ·the lattice site at which

an ion arrivesi

the ion has only

one nearest neighbor, the binding force will be small and the
possibility 8xists 0£ a reverse jumpf i~e., a jump awq from the metal
lattice. At an edge or corner the probability of a reverse jump is
much smaller.

Thus, the teniency of the metal ion is to till in at

corners rather than to initiate new layers.

Since lateral diffusion

is effective for only a few atomic diameters the ·nlailding site" is
usually the deposition site •. With a reasonable current dvnsity and .

screw dislocations providing abundant kink sites, the chances are good
of an ion finding a: favorable p0sition in the lattice; Occasionally
a new layer may be started if two ionl!I arrive and nucleate nearby,
giTing ·each other more binding energy

to the lattice before either has

a chance to resolvate. The slower the deposition' rate
an ion has to !ind its most £avorabie position 1n the
(122) .

smaller the chance of initiating new layers.

the

more time

J.a~t1oe

a:td the

-13Crystallography of Nickel and Copper.
The two metals involved in this research are: primaril7, nickelJ
Since many conclusions depend on their

and secondarily, copper.

relative and absolute structures, a few words will be said on this.
Both copper and nickel are of the tace-aentered cubic structure,
(192)
although nickel may also exist in a hexagonal modification.
(192)
WTckof.t
includes lucid diagrams or the atomic packing in face( 89)
(122)
(129)
centered cubics, as do Hume-Rothery
and Max!
Orem
includes
in his article sketches of the three. major .faces, with examples of

normal and twinned stacking on

-i_iu]" planes.

For those unfamiliar

with the terminology, Figure $ iilustrates a close-packed model of
.t"ace-centered cubic atomic arrangement.

The outer sur.faces in this .

drawing are [100j planes ..
At 18°c. copper has a lattice spacing o! 3.60775 A. and an
(192) .
.
.
atomic radius of l.27 A. J
at 20°c. these are respectively J.,6080
and
.

(Sl)
l.27S6.
Nickel at 25° has a lattice spacing o! J.$1664 ard.

an atomic radius of
Evans

(43)

1.24

(192)

or

3.5169 and 1.2434, respectivel:y.

(51)

gives atomic.radii as·l.28 .tor copper·an:t1.24 £or.nickel.

Thus it is seen that the lattice spacings of the normal copper and
nickel matrices are within 0.09 A. of each other.·

Although occasionall:y electrodeposited nickel may be hexagonal
(198)
in structure,
the necessary conditions for this to occur are not
encountered in this work. Lattice constants larger than normal had
(144)
(125)
been reported in thin evaporated films.,
but Newman
showed the
spacing to be normal in nickel electrodeposited onmonocr;ystalline
copper.

work.

There is little doubt that this is the case in the present

-1~-

FlGURE 5
AFAC£-CENTfRED CUBIC UNIT LATTICE" 11.:LUSTRATED WITH SIMPLE ~~ERE?S

.-JS-.

Apart from the infl.uenoe of the substrate there is a teIXiency
for electrodeposits ·to grow in such a manner that certain crystal
·planes are pe:trpendicular to the direction ot growthJ thllt 1s1
parallel to the base.

This preferred orientation, frequently

referred to as fiber texture 1 is dependent upon the conditions ot

deposition, especially the bath composition. Brenner,, Zentner, and
(18)

Jennings, · sholied that nickel deposits from the Watts bath
definite

floo]

had a

preferred orientation•· Nickel from an all~ohloride
.

..-

. (176)
bath showed a double texture, 1fuo] and [m]. Wesley
first
~-,
(198)
'
reported the ~u] orientation for nickel. Yang · · reported a ( 2aj
orientation of nickel from an all•chloride bath, . a [110] structure
from an all-stil.t'ate bath, and a

L210J

orientation with a bath

consisting of almost equimolar parts of nickel chloride and nickel
sulfate.

The· subject of preferred orientation will be further

explored in the following section.

Importance otCristallographic Orientation•
Up· until 1922

a theoretical base,.

metal ·research had been using

orystai structure as
.
.
' (l51)
In that ,.earj von Schwarz · suggested that

·orientation should el.so be considered• At first little use 'waa made
of this suggesti0n, and new information was slow in being uncovered.
.
(160)
' '
Six years later, ·in 1928, 'l'ammann and Sartorius
reported.that
the velocit7 of etching on single crystals
orientation of the attacked area.

o.f

copper depem!ed on the

They described the etch figures

produced 8.xxl their use in determining the number axid arrangement of

crystallites. ·For some time this difference in velocities of solution

1·------
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seemed to be the most interesting phenomena of anisotropy. Glauner
(~)
and Qlooker
reported

niJ !aces showed the
.

that usually the {

greatest solubility and the tlOO] the least,; but that this could
be altered ani even reversed, depending on the solvent. .In 1938,
(107)
Xossel
showed .that the etch" figures brought .into view by
~e

refl.ection of light from the monocrystalline metal. spheres could

eorrelated with crystal structure and that

conc~usions

the $endencies oi' the various crystal planes

t~.

concerning

dissolve might be

drawn,.
Other ·properties of metal which depemed on .. orientation

we~e

also investigated. Photoelectric properties of_ various planes were
' (164)
'
objects o! study;,
ae were contact potential dii'.ferences between
(44)
'
(173)
di!ferent orientations
and differences in solution potential,
(112)

Lorenz

theorizing that the faces with the most negative potential

in a given solvent were the most stable in that solvent.

Gwathme7 and co-workers performed a systematic investigation of
(72)
many reactions of copper influenced by crystal. face, including etching,

(73)

oxidation,

(74)
c~talytic

activity,

(75)

gaseous surface reactions,

(76)

and growth.

In this same series, Leidheiser and Meelheim published
(lll)

on the catalytic deposition of cobalt on different crystal faces.
Gwathm.ey and Leidheiser later investigated electro-chemical
(109)

properties of copper crystals in particular,
(194)
chromium crystal.a.

as did Wyllie with

As surface differences were repeatedly revealed in the laboratory

'

(2$)

contemporary theol"T began acknowledging their presence. Buerger
suggested that surface energy relations be taken into account along

-17(27)

with the geometry of the lattice, and Bunn and Emmett

outlined

a f ev generalizations of the rate of growth as a function of the
structure of the face.
(llO)

According to Leidheiser

nickel electroplated on a single

crystal sphere of copper or nickel tends to depoeit single crystalline
on the {100} planes and polycrystaJ.line on the

tlll1

planes., while

copper electroplated on a single crystal sphere of copper or nickel
tends to deposit single crystalline on the

{.m}

planes and poly-

crystalline on the -[100} planes. Each of these gives a characteristic
pattern on a sphere, since polycrystalline areas soon become matte
when deposition is from a simple bath, 'While the single crystalline

areas remain bright and reflective. Typical results in the two cases

are

seen in Figure 6.
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flGURE 6
PATTERNS f:ORMEO O\H\ING El..ECTROD£PODSITION ON COltP~R
••N•LI CRYITA.\. .ffMIRU. LHT, Ntc-.a. ELICTROOIPOalT l .... ...,.
CoflnA ILICTltO Dlt'OSIT . .SMMm>AUAS INDICATE' MATTaMfSS OF PFP0•1T.
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B. Electron Microscopy
An excellent summary of the assembly of an electren microscope

(8$)

and the theory of electron microscopy bas been presented by Hillier,

and several good reference books on the theoey and techniques have

{37,80,193)

been published.

·

The electron microscope itself has been used £or barely twenty
years as a research tool, and its use in the extensive study of meta.ls

is even ,ounger. Since most electron microscopes are of the trarismiesion
type it is n:eoessary to limit inveatigatiol18 to specimens transparent

to the electron beam, which imposes an upper thickness limit of about
1000 A. Thus most early inorganic work was with oxide films, smokes,
etc.

Replic~

techniques considerably widened the application of the

electron microscope to metallograpcy1 and this application has been
steadily developed since

(4,ll3,119,l30,l99)
·

.

(120,195)

including single crystals.

Replicas.
The .first, and for some time the only, extensive application of
the electron microscope to metallographic specimens was via the replica.
The thin replica was feasible in the microscope where th8 thick metal
specimen was not and, because of its reproduction of the surface
structure onl.y, the images could be directly compared with those from
metallographic microscopes.
The first replicas were plastic films.

These formed an impression

o! the surface and could be separated either by dissolving the original
(116)
material
or simply by pulling free the replica. After the replica
had been transferred to one of

the specimen supports required in the

electron microscope it could then be examined.

Perhaps the most widely

-20-

used such material was Formvar (poly-Vinyl .formal) described in 1942

in a series ot articles

( J.46,J.4 7,J.48)

~

Schaefer.

Such a replica exhibits several disadvantages.· Contrast is poor
because it depends· solely on thickness dif.f'e:rencea, tblis. a thin 1'ilJn
is more desirable .than a thick one ( se• Figure 7a) •. The electron

beam intensity has to be maintained at a low value because the plastic
is not stable in the beam.

focus,.

This gives little time for adjusting the
(1)
Also,, the resolution limit for plastic replicas is 200 A.

at the optimum and is usually

poorer.-

A great improvement 1n contrast with th8 plastic fiJ.Dia:was
(162,182)
obtained after the introduction of "shadow casting•"
This consists simply of evaporating a dense material (usually a heavy
metal) onto the replica at some eha.llow angle.· 'l'he technique can also
. (173,183)
be applied to the determination of thickness of objects

by accurately' controlling the angle of .shadowing and subsequently
measuring the lerigth of the shadow.. Thll.s ·height ot surface projections
can be calculated.
The replica resulting.from this shadow-casting ie tlms a negative

ot the original surf'aceJ i.e.·,, projections on' the original appear as
pits in the replica and Tice versa. (See Figure 7b)
a

In onier to obtain

positive image it ia necessary to employ two stages• In this case

the initial replica

is used as a mold tor:ll'laldrig the secom replica,,

and the thickness of the primary' layer becomes unimportant.

Polystyrene,,

!or example,, may be used as the .first stage, with Formvar,, silica, or
.
(37)
metal oxides serving as material i'or the final replica.
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Carbon Replicas.
Int~

(lS,16)

mid l9S0's the carbon replica was developed.· Bradley

deserves much ot the credit £or perfecting and reporting.this technique.

lt proved immediately popular, with

many

others describing different

(1.31)

applications of the process.
(14)

Bradle1 in 19)6

'

A review of the .subject published b;r

lists several ways 0£ applying carbon evaporation

to replication. Advantages of carbon as a replicating material are

its mechanical strength, its stability in the electron beam, its
tranapareno;r to electrons, its lack: of or;rstal structure, and the high
.resolution it is capable o! reproducing.
1

The method is also simple,

the carbon is usually easy to remove .trom the sur!ace,
(1$0)

am

the reSults·

are uniformly reproducible.

Carbon may be employed as the secon:l ot a two stage replica
(.F.Lgure 7c)

or as .a single stage, in which the preahadowed modification,
(36)

as outlined by Comer

an:! Grube and Rouse of Genera1 Motors

Research Laboratories, became widely adopted {Figure 7d). Because
carbon may be deposited as a film of almost entirely uniform thickness
both upper and lower surfaces may be used as replicas, thus making a
one stage positive replica.possible (Figure

7e).

If a parting agent,

such as Viotawet, is first evaporated onto the original aurface the

carbon ma;r be !reed by dissolving the parting agent in distilled
water, thus .ci.roumventing the usual etchant which destroys the metal
surface in detaching the carbon.
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Stripped Fil.Ins•

Before the

electron microscope

came

into general.' use

eleotrodeposited £oil~. had been stripped and studiM
and

optical inicroscope.

(JS,119)

with S-ray

Transmission JJticroscopy of electro-

depoeited metal stripped from its base':S.noi-der to'detennine ·
etructUl'e and diseo'Ver more of the mechanimn of eleotrodeposition
is 1 however, a fairly new technique, even though some work

wai

perfomed with direct examination of metal .toils iD the early days

of the electron inicroscope.
.

.

'

{12)

Von Borries and Ruska,

.. .
'
'.
1n their studies,· emphasized the need

tor an aperture to screen out electrons scattered by passage through
the meta1 a!ld pointed. out that the loss of velocity in the foil could

cause chromatic aberrations in the optical sistem.·· Evaporation was
favored as a· means·. o t preparing metal foils thin enough to ·be
.

'

. ' ( 11$ ,117)

transparent to the electron beam, as Mahl'

..

' . '

reported in

inve:stigati.ng new possibilities of electron microscopy. ' Direct study

of many films thus prepared served
structure.

(121,126)

{B~

Heidenreich

as

a means o! determining crystal

.

·mentioned electrolysis as

.

a possible

method o;f

preparing thin sections' for general observation but, as ,Pointed out
(102)
by Kelly and Nutting)

this has little applicability beyond the

study of the eleotrodeposition process.
Interpretation.
Since the replicas reproduce surface structure only, the

interpretation of their micrographs is fairly straightforward.

The Stripped. films offer more di!ficultiesj

however., It bas even

been sliggested that a separate term be ttsed to.distinguish the
photographic impressions 0£ the thin metal £ilms from those of· the
(180)
replicas. following the suggestion of Wieland Read
the term

"Jlliororadiographsu \Jill be employed throughout this thesis in

reference to the images of the stripped !il.mS.
The most prominent features on 'in.any epec:llnens are the dark,

irregular bands known as Bragg extinction cont.Ours (see.Figure 6)~

These are formed by the elastic buckling of the,.tllm which renects

some o:t the .electron waves away atan'angle. It the aperture 111
made sutficiently small so that none

of theee diffracted rays

contribute tc the image, then contrast is ·produced b7 di:t.ferenoe in
the intensity o! the diffracted beam .from.two image points. This
(6)
..
method of image .formation is known as ditfraction contrast.

The Bragg contours themselves reveal nothing of either internal

structure or topography ot the specimen. Howe-Ver, they aid in the
recognition of such structural features as twins· and stacking faults

by their characteristic changes in . the neighborbOod of illlperfections.
Basically1

any kind

of imperfection Which oan modify-. th9 locu

intensity of a diffracted beam' gives rise to contrast i f suitable
diffraction conditi9ns, such as
(6)

a suf.f1cient17 large strain field,

are eatisfiede
The first iltlperfections to be recognized were dislocation lines.
When a dislocation• splits into two partial dislocations the stacking
(6)
:ta.ult between them becomes detectable•·
The stacking fault is

revealed by a narrow stripe, the tvin (which may be thought

of as

(9,86)

a somewhat thicker stacking fault) as a wider stripe •. Twins have

·

(W3,ll7)

been the more frequently reported in deposited !ilms.
(127)
As Ogawa; Mizuno, Watanabe, am Fujita

conclude, the wide stripe

often represents twin lemellae oblique to the film plane and hence
appears wider than their true, thickness, while the contrast changes
along the stripes arise from the change of conditions of the Bragg
(.$1)
contours... Fischer and Richter.
established that the stripes .were

the visible evidence ot twins by using defocused diffraction
techniques.
Theoretical treatment of the electron optics involved at

(178)

dislocations has been presented by Whelan

(179)

and "helan and Hirsch.

As to whether topographical features are recognizable on
microradiographs there has been some question•. True, the use 0£ the
-

.

. (132,1.36,142}

and it has

nickel films as replicas has been reported

even been suggested that_the microradiographs of Wieland Read
probably represent replicas

or

their

~inc

.
(196)

and metal substrates.

However, there remains some doubt as to whether.thickness differences
between pits and elevations on the surface would be great enough to
produce detectable contrast. .Nevertheless, theoretical equati.ons for
the minimum observable thickness in the electron microscope do not
find it to be a function of the total thickness ot the specimen, and

it seems likely that at least a part of the background "roughness"
in images of nickel !i!Ins can be related to topography.

A further complication in the interpretation of microradiographa
is, in the case of nickel, the presence of an oxide layer. Pfisterer,
(132)

Polilycki 1 and Fuchs

.

report that a thin passive layer (about 18 A.

minimwn) of nickel oxide is unavoidable on the electrodeposited filma.

-26-,

This becomes more troublesome as the film thickness is decreased,
but fortunately contributes little to the observable e.f'tects on
f'ilma over 100 A. 1n thickness, being relatively more, transparent

than the elemental metal.
,In addition to the usual bright field,microscopy, the stripped,
films may be used for diffraction and dark field studies• , Diffraction

patterns are use.t'ul not only to identify crystal structure and
orientation, but also to indicate doubling of the film to reveal the

presence ot oxides alld their approximate thicknesa, alld to oontirm
twinning •. , A dark field image, tonned. by blockillg out the main. beam
and letting only one diffracted beam contribute to

the image, may be

advantageous in that it often masks contour lines and reveals stacking
faults and dislocations more strongly•. All the dark, field pictures
in this paper were taken by Dr. Lawless at the University of Virginia.

Three of his photographs are shown in F.1.gures 8, 9 1 and 10 along with
his interpretation in the tallowing paragraphs.
A "typical" (if' that word is ever applicable to an actual
situation) microradiograph is shown in Figure 8.

The dark, irregula,r

patches are Bragg contours. Very often these are much longer, narrower,

am more numerous, obscuring all other features except for twins.
The two wide and !airly straight lines meeting at right angles are
the images of twins. - Other features become evident upon closer

inspections a very fine graininess ot the backgrourd, scattered white
dots which lll8.Y be imperfections in the films, and short, fine lines
running either horizontally or vertically.

Figure

9 is a microradiograph of the same area taken under dark

field illumination.

The twin lines and the fine background lines

become much more prominent while the Bragg contours are all but
obliterated.

Haw completely this is true in. a dark !ield exposure

depems. upon th.e direction of buckling, for often the beam refiected
out of the bright field.image will appear, under dark ..f'ield
illumination.

The finer lines have been interpreted as stacking

;faults.
A transmission electron diffraction pattern of this same area
is shown in F.Lgure 10. The square array reveals tba t the nickel
film is oriented near a

\).ooJ

plane, which is the orientation. ot that

,portion of the _copper substrate .from which the niokel was removed.
It is generall;r.true that the nickel films show continuation of the
orientation of.the copper substrate.
Arti.facts.
Artifacts may occur in any electron micrograph be it of stripped
film or· replica. . Anything which is not a significant .feature of the
specimen, but which might be mistaken for ·such, is classified as an

artifact.

This includes tears,· self-structure in plastic replicas, solvent

bublles in oertaill types_ of specimens, structure of shadowing material,
or dust which may have settled on the original suri'ace prior to
replication or.on the replica later.

In interpreting plastic replicas,,

it should be kept in mind not to place significance on features smaller
(.37)

than 2$0 A.

Holes in plate emulsion and other photographic problems

ms.y also serve as sources of artifacts.

Artifacts can be controlled, but never completely eliminated.
practice, however, they may readily be recognized for what they are.

With
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.ifigure 8.

Figure 9.

Area shown above as it appears under dark field illumination.
Approxt.mately 40 1 000 X. (From a negative taken by K. R.

Lawless)

r---

Figure 10.

Dif.traotion pattern of nickel film shown in Figures
·and 9. (From a negati~e taken by K. R. ''Lawless)

6

,

- -
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III.

PREVIOUS STUDIES OF CRYSTAL GROWTH BY ELECTRODEPOSITION

A. Structure ·of· Electrodeposits
Crystallisation by eleotrodeposition has been regarded as
fundamentally different .from other types 0£ crystal growth in that

charged particles o! the potential metal exist in an electric field
(ll3)
and are under the infiuence of charge separation.
The crystal
impe.rfeotions shown in eleotrodeposited metals

varr more greatly

in

type and degree than in any other type of crysta.l.J.Uation. .Commercial

processes, with their high current densities and complexity of
addition agents, yield crystal imperfections to a high degree.
by using very low current densities

and electrolytes

or

the

Ye·~ 1

hi~hest

.
($4)
purity, single crystals very close to perfect may be obtained.
With such a great variety of possible structures, it is not

surprising that the literature contains a great.maey articles on the
subject aild also not surprising that no one inclusive theory has
attained universal acceptance • .Pertinent aspects of the problem will

be dealt with in this section.
Characteristic or Preferred Orientation.
It must not be Supposed that the term "polycrystalline" always
implies a ran:J.om orientation of the grains.

In many cases there is a

pre£erred orientation, varying !rom the barely measureable to the
pronounced case in which almost all of the individual grains are ·
aligned with a certain major axis in a given direction. Pre.tarred
orientation is introduced in cold work, in recrystallization, arxJ.
in deposition both by evaporation and electrolytically.

(Sl)

The preferred orientation which is manifest 1n electrodeposits
'

is
known as "fiber texture." This nomenclature. is due· to the fact ·
.
'

that the crystals grow in such a manner that a certain crystal axis ·
stands-perpendicular to• the surface; or parallel· to the direction· of
current

now,

8nd there exists

a· rotational

eymmetr;y·about this axis.

of the deposit resembles: the texture.of a wire,

Thus the fiber texture

the thickness direction of the deposit corresponding to .the axial
direction in' the wire. ·Although this phenomenon 'is not oom,Pletely

.

.

(l3,31,4$,l05,1$2)

umerstood, its existence hB.s long been known.·.
'rhe orientation.·of
the electrolyte,

an electrodeposit

is' affected b;r the nature of

its pH, the presence of addition agents, the temperature,

current density-, nature and condition of the base metal, degree of
.

.

agitation, eto.

. .
(S)
It may 8.l.so change with increasing thickness.

It may- be that only at relatively large thicknesses is the 1nf'luence
of the base metal overcome and the deposit free· to assume ·.its

characteristic orientation. Urder some conditions the deposit becomes
(28)

more strongly-·oriented with increasing thickness'
The predominating orientation depends primarily- upon the metal
.
.
($)
being deposited and the composition of the electrolytic bath.; Barrett
presents a table

ot comm.onl.7 electrodepoaited metals

along with the

various' orientations which have been observed £or each of them•

For nickel,· the ·characteristic orientation may be the [100] 1 tbs
~

r:

:1 .

(13,16,32,64

:1

~ll], the (;uo.J plus the LlOOJ, or the [llOJ plus the [m]. ·
176,197,198)
.
Copper, on the other bari.d, usualJ.T exhibits the [ll.Q]
or the

\).oo]

texture~

(64)

.

Ini'luence of Basis Metal.

That the basis metal might exert an appreciable influence
(92)
deposit structure was first suggested bJ" Huntington . in ·190$.

on

the

His

proposal attained general acceptance with the publication of observations

that the characteristic orientations of electrodeposited meta.ls did not

.

(34,16),187)

always predominate in the early stages of deposition,

but

(48)

instead assumed the structure of the substrate•

This continuation

ot the crystal structure and orientation of the substrate·into ·the

(S6,e9,161)

deposit is now known as epitaxT and has been extensively

studied~

(184)

A comprehensive review o.f the subject was recently published by Wilman.

Reported instances of epitaxy were confirmed by microsoopio

(9,69,89,92,161)

observations cf cross-sections of the material

or by·

comparison ot the I-ray diffraction pattern of the deposit with that o!
($6)
the unplated cathode.
It was found that deposit orientation
departed from that ot the ba«Jia metal at large thicknesses, either
(42)
.
(48)
becoming ra.nd.0111
or assuming a characteristic fiber texture.

has been variousl1
.
(48)
(14.3)
- .
.
(97)
reported as 1000 A.,
.$000 A,
and 0.004 in. (1 1 000 ,ooo A,),
(49)
. .
While Finch and Williams
stated in 1937 that any reported continuity
The extent of substrate influence into the deposit

beyorx:t 30 ,000 A. was falsely interpreted, improved techniques may

have ma.de this limit. obsolete•

In determining the extent to which substrate inf'luence contillllea
in the deposit the character of the electrode surface is undoubtedly

.

(100)

.
although few today would agree with

of decisive importance,
(96)
Jaoquet's
contention that proper cathode preparation would enable
epitaxial growth in the deposit to continue indefinitely.

,---------------------------

-.3J-

It has been well established that in general chemically etched
surfaces show continuation· o.f' substrate structure while polished·

(B,48 1 187)

surfaces do not.

(138)

In 1935 1 Probevin and Cymbollste ·

sought to explain this by hypothesizing that continuity could ' occur
'

'

only i f the amorphous layer present on the cathode surface due to
mechanical polishing was removed, along with any ·foreign atoms.·.· ·

If these corAitions were satisfied the structure, fineness, and fom ·
of the crystals of the deposit were determined by 1) the rate of.
f,

formation of nuclei and 2) their rate of growth.
(123)
Meyer
ex8mined this idea more tully-_. Designating rate of
.formation by N0 and rate 0£ growth by V(:, he showed that epitaxy.
.
(l65J.:
occurred only i t V0 ·/N0 •• Vagramyan ·
also discussed crystal form
as a !unction of the rate ot deposition.

In general,, conditions favoring continuation ot the basis :metal
orientation area

clean, freshly etched surfaces, low current

densities, lack of colloidal addition agents, and similarity in
(21)

structure between substrate and deposit.

' When both metals are in

the cubic' system, ·epitaxy is fowxi only i f the basis metal has a
parameter approximately equal. to that o! the deposit (from .2.4% smaller
(89)
to 12.$% greater).
Exceptions to this rule have, however, been
observed.

It is possible to obtain continuation when the two metals

are of normally different structures, and also possible to observe
the influence of the basis metal across thin interposed layers of a
(138)
second substance,
perhaps through connecting pores or through
($)

orientatioI18 imparted to the intermediate layer.

•.34-

Current Denaitz.
Another important variable is the current density, or the rate of

deposition. As current density is increased Meyer's V0 increases but
'Ne increases more rapidly, thus making conditions fbr epitaxy less
favorable.

. (31,161,167)
This has been confirmed by several investigators•~ ·

A critical current density exists in the epitaxial growth

of electro-

deposits, above which the deposit does not follow the substrate~ This
..
(31,1.53,18.7) .
may be observed on the whole cathode surface
or, in ·cases
(99)
in which a single crystal serves as the. cathode,· only on certain faces.

The critical current density represents an abrupt change from epitaxial.

to rand.olll, or chtr acteristic, orientation as the current density is·
increased. Thie critical. value coincides with that i'or "outward" growth
(186)
condition8,
or with that v~lue for ~hich Ne becomes greather than
(123)
V0 ,
and is highest on faces with the greatest number of atoms per
(18.$)

unit area.
Current density also influences the characteri.stic fiber texture.
As the current density is increased the order of the axis indices on
(121)

the individual crystallites is usually lowered.

The .f'o:nn or the

deposit has been conclusively related to the rate of deposition by
,· · (155) .
'•
(165)
.
Sroka and Fischer
'arid Vagramyan.

Other Plating Variables.

The .f'act that other !actors exert an influence on the structure
0£ an electrodeposit has been mentioned above-•. Comprehensive accounts

o! the experimentally determined effects of plating variables on

.

struoture have been published by Hunt,

(91)

(47)

by Layton,
and by
(18)
.
. .
Brenner, Zentner, and Jennings
.tor the case ol nickel. Their

-3$(122)

influence has been briefly reviewed by Max

and will not be detailed

here.
B.

Deposition on Single Crystals

The use of single crystals of metal as substrates tor electrodeposition does not have a long history~ Over half the literature
references to this type of investigation are within the last ten years.

(31)

The .first published description of results is th.at oi' Ohiout
1928,

who

in

deposited copper from an acid sulfate bath onto a mono-

crystalline sphere of copper and under the. proper conditions of pH
and current density obtained a single crystalline deposit with preferred

growth o~ the

{m1

faces of the substrate, so that the final product

tended to approximate ·an octahedron in shape.
.
(.34)
.
Later, Cochrane
employed single crystals as substrates in an
electron diffraction 'study. of ~tallic deposits.

"Pseudo~rphism" (which will be discussed .further below) was

(48)
reported by Finch and Sun
who used monocryetals as a basis to study

the effect of the substrate 9.rxi suggested that the initial eleotrodeposit
usually assumed the structure,and the spacing, of the base metal even
when such a structure was abnormal tO the depositing metal. Much
,
(l2S) , .

controversy- has followed this, but electron diffraction work
.

seemed

.

to show normal lattice spac~s ani the most recent concensus shows
the concept of fseudomorphism tO be in disfavor.
. 41) . .

Erdey-Gruz

described' electrodeposition as a means ot growing

single crystals of silver.
(65)

Gorbuncva

crystall.ized zinc electrolytically on single

crystalline zinc, with great emphasis on the cleanliness and purity

of both solution and cathode, and stated that the deposit grew as a
· single crystal· in complete

~production

of the basis structure.

Much use hils been made of single crystals in the stUd7 of
epitaxy, and the base-oriented, twinned, polycrystalline. sequence

. (45,46,100,

through which the deposit passes with increasing thickness.,

lSJ,18$,186)
·

Sometimes a deposit of material dif.t'erent from the base

will deposit initi8.lly with the proper fit by varying the crystal
.
i(
..
,
-,
,,
(159)
~: -,
!ace, as the tlllJ of copper on the {llOj ot \)•brass, ' or tbs llll3
. '
(42)
ot nickel on the ~} ot iron.
To give a better fit between
crystal lattices the

study

of a .face-centered ·cubic metal may

face ~fa body-centered cubic metal.
(71)
Gwathmey
suggested the use of single crystals in the

grow parallel to the

In l9S3,

th:L} face
tho}

of electrodeposition processes •. That copper· on single

crystalline copper assumed a monocrystall:tne al'rangement on the·i_llof
face ·and a•· polycrystalline but highly oriented deposit on the {lll} .
. .
.., .
(129)
and {100.) facets has been reported by Orem;· '
who added that the

microcrystals on the

{illJ- face

had either the same orientation aa the

base or were twinned with respect to it.
Extensive twin structure of nickel on copper was investigated by
. .
(128)
.
'
Ogawa,· Mizuno, Watanabe, and Fujita
on {mj, [no}, and (l~

faces.

Twinning, it was found, developed on al1 faces.

The difference between crysta1 f acea in regard to their influence

{77,109,110)

on epitaxy bas been shown most clearly by Leidheiser am GwathJney.

In the study of nickel deposition on single crystal copper spheres

teidheieer reported that, under all conditions studied, the deposit
grew single crystalline on

faces.

{10<?} faces

and polycrystalline on ·

tluJ

-37~

c.

Theories of Electrolytic Gr,ystal Growth
The processes by which an ion in solution becomes an atom in a

lattice maybe divided into two partss

the more rapid electrochemical.
(54)
steps, and the slower electrocrystallization stepsJ
the former

including that which occurs up to the time of discharge ard the latter
(106)
.
proceeding from there almost independently. (.Kohlschutter ·
speaks
of the chemical and morphological aspects as being mutually depeJXlent,
~nd

aggregation in bodies occurring in strictly stepwise fashion thus

permitting the development of characteristic shapes.) Formerly
(9,61)
electrodepositio~

the metal ion

was widely held to be a one step process

~ing

its place in the space

latt1c~

with

immediately.after

giving up its charge.
The electrochemical aspects of deposition are well known and

discussed thoroughly in ma?J7 plaoesi for example, .Bockris "Modern
(lO)

Aspects of Electrochemistq,n
Glasstone 1 s "Introduction to Electro(62)
(177)
.
chemistry,"
an:l Wesley's
article !or the particular case o!
nickel,

am

will not be gone into here. Electrocrystallization may

then be thought of as a crystallization process similar to that in
evaporation, with an electric field superimposed, although according
(191)
(66)

to Wraglen

~his

comprehe,nsive studY.

has little effect. Gorbunova

has published a

aild review on the crystallochemical steps in

electrolysis.
Nucleation.
In the nucleation o! discharged metal Langmuir
the atoms build on adsorbed, and oriented molecules.

colloids,

am

c1n> suggested that
This would suggest

later work has seemed to show that colloidal particles

-38(104)

Since it is unlikely that

do.not serve as centers of deposition.

growth in the condensed state results .from new atoms penetrating a
.(170)
.
.
finished lattice,
there must be some other mechanism bywh1ch the
depositing crystals can grow. We know already tha.t

the cathode

(8,100)

surface has a marked influence on the growth o! the deposit,
. (169)
and Vermilyea
aeeks to explain electrodepoaition behavior in terms

of structural imperfections at the surface.
Once a nucleus has been formed it is easier .f'or this to grow th.an
for another nucleus to

form~

because of the greater number of neighbors
(lho)
possessed by an atom laDding adjacent to an already formed nucleus.

Thus the higher indexed faces would appear to be the l!lore active suri'aces
(26)
in that they should be capable of adding more atoms. :Sunn
suggests

that this dependence on high-indexed faces seems to

be

the key to

problems of crystal growth,
.

Yet in some cases nuolei appear to fom
.
(100)
readily around the pol.8s of close-packed planes.
Gorbunova and
(67) .
.
.
Dankov
have suggested that the probability of nucleation ia greatest

at Sites Where the ions Can discharge With m1ni:mum OVenoltage arid thia

. <>J)

has been discussed by Fischer.

Nuclei which fom may be three-dimensional in originating a growth

(54):

layer,

.

or "two-dimensional" as newly condensed atoms migrate.over

the surface until they collide and coalesce, thus forming a nucleus
(170)

for a new layer,

.

or the growth, once started trom a single nucleus 1
.

(133)

may continue in a spiral dislocation.
Earlier Theories.

Somewhat prior to Frank's introduction of dislocation theory into
.

.

(~

crystal growth Buckley
crystal growth.

.

discussed the following proposed theories of

,-------------------------------------------

-39(170)

1) " The adsorption-layer _theor,r a.clvanced by Volmer.

There

1$ no direct evidence for.this.
Theories making use of fine structure of surf'aces, the

2)

objection to this being that the arrangement of atoms on the surface

may not be.the same as that ·.turther in the crystal, due to strain
be~een

adjacent atoms on the outer surface and the variation. in .

distance between successive planes parallel to the surface as the
surface is approached •

.Bravaia advanced the view that the velocities o! growth of
different faces of a crystal depem on :&he densities of, atoms (lattice
points) in various planes (recticuJ.ar densities_)•

Planes ot maximum

density should then show the slowest.outward growth a.rd, therefore,
should grow laterally until their planes "swallow up" the other planes.

11.owever, the density .taotor.- is not of exclusive impe>rt.ance.
3) ·The theory o:t the nequivalent or repeatable step._"

The

theories of Kessel and Stranski were arrived at independently from
dif!erent premises, but have,muoh in common and are often quoted as
though the two men were collaborators.

Kossel _was the first to

regard atomistic rather than thennodynamic.assumptio1µ1, e.nd considered
only lattice types in which the energy was a simple tunct+on of

distance.

The crystal then builds itself l?Y irxlefinite continued .

repetition of the most probable equivalent steps. On the average,
a particle about to attach itself to a surface is surrounded by only
half as many neighbors and !orces as a similar particle in the interior

of the crystal. Kessel, therefore, speaks of a growing crystal as
a "half-crystal."

-40.The units

or

energy in homopolar crystals are expressed in terms

of the potential. energy- between single particles at closest approach..

OnI.r those nearby are considered. In such cases there are six
neare.st neighbors (along a cube at unit distance l), twelve next
nearest neighbors (along cube .face diagonals at unit distances 2),
.and eight third nearest neighbors (along cube body diagonals at unit

distances 3).
Once a

beginning has been made the planes spread rapidly to

completion.•
In Stranslci's treatment the probable character· or the growth

process ie related to the "work ot separation". ot a. crystal particle
.from its position on the surface. His treatment utilizes the electro.

static forces between ions and ignores heat motions of the atoms.
According to the forces exerted on an incoming particle.by various
neighbors there would be 27 positions on a growing cube which an atom
could occupy.
~

those instances in which electrocrystallization can take place

nearly independently o! the electrochemical steps (as ·in the deposition
of maey metals from simple salts at low current densities) the

equilibrium !aces predicted b7 the Kossel-Stranski molecular theor;r
are produced •.- ·On the other band, deposition from complex baths, or at
high current densities, hinders the electrochemical steps in such a

manner that their rate is comparable to that of electrocr;rstalllzation
steps and results differ from the predictions of the Kossel-Stranski
theocy.

CS4)

-hl.;

Dislocations.
(167)

Frank and van der Merwe

explained oriented overgrowth of the

deposit on the.basis of.dislocations in the substrate which ensured

that lattice sites would always be available to depositing atoms.
They did not consider the possibility ot additional dislocations
developing in the deposit as it grew, but rather that the lattice of
the depositing material, if different from th.at of the substrate,

would be strained to fit the substrate lattice.· ·This alleged' tendency
bas been called "pseudomorphism.n

.

(.$8,$9 ,60)

Although Frank developed the theory further, ·
'
it was
(22,154)
(154)
often criticized.
· Smollet and Blackman
·considered that
a "strained" lattice would be too unstable, although they admitted

the possibility of a "distorted" lattice, where a "distortion" signified
a displacement of a lattice particle, leaving the mean lattice spacing

more or less constant. ·This is the concept generall7 held today.
· A complete discussion

ot the

application of dislocation theory

to crystal growth can be founi in Verma•s "Crystal Growth and
(168)
Dislocations. n ,

·

IV.
A•

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Crystal .Preparation

bqstal Growth.·
All crystals used in this work were made of 99 .999% pure copper
.
.
. . . .
(19)
and Vere grown· into single crystals by either the Bridgman
·or the
()8)
.
Czochralski
methods. Both of these are cooling-from-melt techniques;
the first inTolves melting the metal in a graphite crucible of which
one end is s~ply pointed, as in Figure 11~

The melted 'copper.· at
.

.

this point is allowed to solidify first and forms one nucleus on which
· the remaining atoms build as they· gradualiy freeze and ·assume lattice

positions.

The second method, and the one used more frequently in the

present case, consists of gently lowering a single crystal "seed". onto
the surface of the molten metU just at the melting point 8.nd slowq
witb:irawing the seed, usually with rotation, carrying the gradually
.

.

.

cooling ·metal which Qdheres to the seed.
11 pulled"

Such crystals 'are also called

·'crystals •

.Machining

and PolishiJ:?g.

The single crystals obtained 1n roughly cylindrical shape were

machined into the· form. ot spheres, $/8 in. (16 mm.) in die.meter, with

a shaft

S/8

in.

(16 min.) long

and

l/4. in. (6 mm.) in

diameter for

handling. ·Small holes were drilled through the shaft .for threading a
gauge

14 wire

by which the crystals were suspended during

lytic operations.

th8 electro-

The crystals were so grown and machined that they

were oriented with one of the major faces, either a

a ~} at their "north pole."

f100J,

a ~oJ, or

1·---

-43All possible crystallographic orientations are present on the
surface of.a sphere, but each one occupies only an infinitesimal area.

So, occasionally 11at surfaces were machined on a sphere parallel to
a

{1005 or a
.-

'

~} plane.
..

These fiat surfaces were 6 mm. in diameter

.

.

.

initially but usually became larger with continuous use.

of these fiats were parallel to the

ans of the

The planes

shaft and their

orientation was guaranteed to be within 2° ot that quoted. Such a
sphere is shown·· ready for electrolytic 'polishing in .FigUre 12.
The machined sur.faces of the crystals were mechanically polished

through as many as six grades of emery paper (though o.f'ten only two

grades were necessary~ depending on how much material it was necessary

to remove in order to get below strained or·otherwise·undesirable
On .t'lat surtaees, this was followed by three grades or
. .
(23,101)
alumina following recommemed techniques.
The spherical portion
material).

of the crystals were polished by mounting the shafts in a chuck and

holding a piece of emery paper against S.(Jheres as they rotated. The
fiats were polished by mounting the ceysta1 in a holder and mechanically
moving the specimen across the abrasive.

In general, the sbatts were

not polished.
Electrolytic Polishing.
After the mechanical polish the crystals were cleaned either by
dipping them a1ternately in denatured alcohol and ether or by giving

them a light etch in nitrio acid.

They were then thoroughly rinsed

in distilled water and placed in the electropolishing bath,, shown in

Figure 1.3. This consisted of .50% by weight phosphoric acid, original.171
but copper phosphate is gradually added to the solution through its
use in polishing copper.

The technique used was that described by

FIGURE 11
SHAPE

or

CRUCIBLE LJ.SED IN GROWING SINGLt CRYSTALS BY
T"°'F BRIDGMAN ME"TH OD

----

,

FlGURE 12
A

SINGLF CftY5TAL SPHE'Rt' .5~0WING MANHE'R OF SUPPORT D\JRING

Cl&C.T"OL'(T1e OPTAA1101es. A ~L_,,. su1o·Ac1: 1s .SI-low N O"l JUQHT •tDE.

Jacquet

(93,94)

and summarized by Johnson.

(98)

The specimens were mada

anodic and under proper conditions the anodic dissolution proceeded
liith the rounding of! of projections on the anode surface. Optimum
.
(J58)
conditions have been described as 2 v~ and ·f:AJ ma/sq. cm. at 23°.
Conditions e:niplo;yed in this work were near that, altholigh it was

necessary to watch the specimens closely during the procese and
frequently to adjust the current.

Too low a current deneity leads to

etching rather than polishing, and too high a current density causes
the evolution of oxygen at the

anode~

Although the theory o! eleotrolytic polis~ is not completely

un:ierstood (references 40,87,9;,181 give some insight into its
probable mechanism) it has been determined to yield an almost atomical.17
(137)
smooth surface independent of the previous history of the metal.
After removal !'rom 'the electropolishing bath the crystals were

thoroughly rinsed in dilute phosphoric acid and distilled water.

Ir

replicas,were to be made of the surface as electropolislied the spheres
were dried in a stream

or

nitrogen or helium.

Otherwise they were

taken from the distilled water and placed directly in the heated
plating bath, shown in .Figure

14~

B. Electrodeposition
Ear4" in the work the .following "standard con:litions" were

decided upons
Electrolyte
pH

Current density
Temperature
Time (based ori the
current density
Anodes
~itation

.Purified Watts bath

4.o

.

10 ma./sq. cm.

6QOC.

.3 sec. per 100 A. deposit
thickness
Nickel rods

None

,
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Electro1yte'Preparation and Purification.
in

used in purification' and storage of the bath had been cleaned in
.

.

dichromate cleaning solution and dried in an oven.
The solutioriwas'prepared so as to contain 240 g~/i. Ni804·6~0,

45 g•/l· N1Cl2~6H20,

and '30

g./1. H3B03.

Th.is was heated

to· about 70°c.

on a hot plate and nickel carbonate was added until the pH was
approximately

S as

tested with short range "alk-acid" paper. The bath

was maintained, at 70°c~

throughout that time.
losses~

'tor three hours and was mechanically agitated
The beaker was covered to minimize evaporat1on

After 30 minutes, 2 ml. o! 30% H202 was added, and after an

additional

75

minutea

l.S

g. of decolorizing carbon was also added.

When the three hours had passed the bath was filtered while hot
through a fritted glass crucible, using suction, and was then "dummied".
~consists

ot passing a current through.the bath under

approximately the same oon:litions as are to be used in the actual.
plating.

Its purpose ie to rid the solution of the contamination of

foreiRn metal ions by their preferential

depositi~n.

In this case a

piece of nickel foil bent into the shape of a zigzag to expose areas of
high and low current density- was used as a cathode. An average current
density- of 5 DJJJ/sq. cm. was employ-ed and the time of electrolysis was

140 minutes for the liter of solution. Moderate agitation was used.

other than this, conditions were as .!or deposition•

.£!!• The pH of the bath was then adjuted to 4.o. (Beckman model
G·pH

~ter)

with suli'Uric acid and refiltered as

before~

. It was

thereupon ready. !or use.
Current nensitz.

The current density used in plating, while

lO ma{sq. cm. for the great part of the work, had to be reduced to
obtain deposits thinner than 100 A. In these oases 1.0 ma/sq. cm.
(10 A~ per each 3 sec~) was usually employed.

The current density

could be.checked before deposition by using a substitute_ crystal as
a.cathode· and adjusting the rheostat i.f necessary.

It was

neo~ssa.ry

.to adjust the current before deposition was commenced. because of the

short time of deposition.

Temperature. The temperature was 6o0 c. in all cases. A 2 degree
error was allowed •. The. temperature o:r the water bath was maintained
with a thermostat.

-

Time.

The times were measured with a stop watch which was mounted
.

on a bolder. and started with one hand while.the switch in the circuit
was simultaneously closed with the other hand.

It is estimated that

the error in the time was not more than 10.% at the shortest deposition

times used.
Anodes.
~odes.

Nivao brand high purity nickel rods were employed as

Three of them, each 1/2 in. in diameter and 4 in!.. long were

placed Bl'Jl!Uetrically about the inner circumference o! the plating
beaker and connected by nickel Wire through small holes drilled at
their tops.
Agitation.

No mechanical agitation was employed in any of the

depositions presently reported.

,--------------------------Treatment following plating. A!ter plating, the crystals were
removed trom the bath and immediatel7 rinsed in a stream of distilled
water and dried with helium of nitrogen from a tank.

They were

then prepared tor examination in the electron microscope via replicas
or stripped films.

c. · Electron Microsco,pz
Present Instrument.
The instrument used in this work has been the RCA F.MU-2, with the
exception of those micrographs and lllicroradiographs taken by Dr. Kenneth

Lawless at the University of Virginia, iri which case the RCA EMU-3
was employed. The latter is a

some~hat

more advanced and versatile

instrument, but both are of the same general type,

and that at the

Institute will be described, with pertinent differences between the two
models noted where relevant.
The lens sy-stem of the EMU•2 is shown

in

Figure

15. It

is of the

electromagnetic type, capable of direct magnifications of 20 1 000 X
and resolutions of 20 A.

The electr9n source is a tungsten filament and an accelerating
potential of

50

kv. ia applied.

(In the

apply potentials as high as 100. kv.)

mu-3 it is

possible 'to

The functions ot the various

magnetic lenses are exactly analagous·to that of the glass lenses in

optical microscopy.

piece

0£

The specimen itself is mounted on a circular

fine copper screening l/8.in, in diameter.

The screen is

usually of 200 mesh, although larger or smaller openings are available
depending on the degree of support needed by the specimen.

This

EL.ECTRON GUN

CONDENSER LENS

SPECIMEN

HOLDER

OBJECTIV"E PORT _ _ _ _ _ _""!J

OBJECTIVE CHAMBER
SPE Cl ME N------+,_...~~::++___:R-""""etiJ&: CTI VE APERTURE
oeJECTIVE LENS------~.... ,

INTERME"DIATE PROJECTOR:-.---~

~--CASSETTE

.AND
PLATE

CONTROL

PANEL~

FIGURE 15 CROSS-St'CTION OF COLUMN OF RCA

EMU-TYPE E l_ECT R 0
~!iPRQOVCED

FIH'\lo('!lA•'

"•'v7'~Q!JlJCTi0 ....

t--~

MICROSCOPE

iO ELS:CTROJ.t ~-'\IC.P·'.:lSCOPY"

· .;.s2-

JJCreen, or grid as it is commonly' called, ie ple.oed inside a small cap
which is then J11ounted.on.the epecimen holder.
The only other feature .of the column on which further comment
is neoessar,y is .the objective. aperture.
~o

Thi~

smill opening is used

block out scattered electrons and increase sharpness, or contrast.

While it is desirable in viewing replicas it is almost indispensable
when .the specimen is a nickel .t.Um, particularly i.f it is one o.f' the

thicker ones.

This is because the large

~egree

of scattering resulting

from. the passage through .the metal produces a hazy, unclear image

unless these scattered electrons are removed from the beam, as pointed
out early in the use· o! the electron microscope with metals by von · ·
'(12)

Borries.
The most practical disadvantage of the aperture is that electron
diffraction patterns,, which are usually desirable with metal films,
cannot be obtained. while it is in place,. and the construction of the
EMU-~

does not permit removal or installation 0£ the aperture without

}>reaking the vacuUlll and partially disassembling the column.

The 1001-3

overcomes this difficulty by making it possible to take the aperture
out of the beam path without removing it from the column or admitting
air to· the column. · This mechanism also enables the operator to take

dark field electron microradiographs, which. are 0£ value in studying
(~)

.

crystalline struotures •
.Preparation of Replicas.
Two replication techniques were employed.

one stage positive carbon replica was utilized.

For the most pa.rt the
In this, one end of

a oalbon rod was sharpened to a diameter of 1/32 in. for a length of

-53-

3/16 in. Arrangement in the evaporator is shown in Figure 16.
Evaporation was usually carried out when a vacuum. of O.$ microns had

been attained.

If Victawet was employed this was evaporated first,

using a small globule placed in a tungsten basket.

The carbon was

then evaporated normally to the surface.
After removal of the specimen from the evaporator, the surface was
lightly scored with a sharp needle to divide the carbon deposit into

small squares. At times a lacquer was applied, leaving only certain
areas of known orientation exposed on the surface. The specimen was
then care!'ul.17 lowered into ·dilute hydrochloric acid (or. distilled

water 1.f Victawet had been used) containing a smallanount of Photo-no
wetting agent. As the specimen was submerged the replica usuall.y
.floated off onto the surface of the liquid. (1'1.gure 17)

Ii' the

squares did not separate spontaneously a sharp needle was used carefull.7
to dislodge the replicas from one another.

They were then transferred

via support grids to a rinse of distilled water and then recaught on
grids on which they became firmly- mounted as excess water was removed
by the application of filter paper (Figure 16).

.Photo-i"lo was added

to the rinse also, to facilitate catching the specimens with the grids.
I£ necessary, the glass plate holding the mounted specimens was
marked with a grease pencil for identification.
in the evaporator and shadowing was carried out.
pa1ladium, gold-platinwn, and platinum-palladium
used.

It was then replaced
Gold, platinum, goldwe~e

most commonly

Gold-platinum and gold-palladium gave most satisfactory results.

Gold alone was too grainy and platinum alone too hard to evaporate.
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Fine wires· of shadowing metal 1

1/8

to 1/4 in. long were carefully

wrapped about a V-n0tch 0£ tungsten (see figure l9).
angle

was varied, trom

s0

The shadowing

to 10° for almost smooth.surfaces to 30°

to

4o0 for fairly rough ones. Ii' specimens of varying thickness were

to

be shadowed

at

once 1$0 was uBUally used.

The. other replication method wa.s a two stage one, similar to
(lSO)

that described by_ Scott and Turkalc.

The !irst stage was a

plastic tape, Fa.x!il.m* 1 which could be removed without destruction
or contamination o:t the surrace it replicated.

This metb:>d was

applied when it was desired to strip the nickel deposit and examine

that in addition to the replica1 and also when replicas were prepared
at different stages of the plating process so that the crystal was
to be replaced in the plating bath a!ter each replica.

The two stage

technique was used only on fiat surfaces.
A

strip of Faxfilm slightly wider

than the diameter of the .flat

and perhaps three times as long was cut, caref'ully wiped with lint-

free tissue,, and a drop
film was then allowed

to

of acetone

wae applied to the center.

The

become foggy and was firmly pressed, moist

side down,, against the.specimen.

Tape was sometimes used to hold

the ~ in place while drying. (See F.i.gure 20) When there was
any doubt as to'the cleanliness of the specimen surface the .first
Faxfilm impressions were discarded, along with any loose contamination,,
and new ones 'Were prepared.

* Faxfilm,, dry1 is a toligh plastic.tape resembling thick cellophane.
When moistened with a suitable solvent it becomes gummy and will
follow the contour of the surface on which it is placed.

The impressions were placed on glass slides and the edges firmly
taped to the glass because of the tendency of the Faxi'ilm to curl

when dry. Care .was taken to prevent the tape from covering tJie
replica portion of the Faxfilm.
Figure 21.

The evaporator was arranged a.a ·in

Shadowing material was evaporated, at an angle chosen

from roughness considerations, ar..d carbon was evaporated over this
normall.y to the sur.f'ace.
The sections of .FB.xfi.lm containing the replicas of the flats

were then carefully out from the strip with a razor ble.de a.Di
individually placed in a dish of acetone to dissolve the

Faxfilm~

No agitation w•s used. and care was taken to keep the carbon side
uppermost.

This operation was rendered further difficult by the fact

that the plastic swells upon dissolution and often ruptures the carbon
severely in so doing, but a few pieces of carbon of adequate size
could usuall1 be obtained from each section.
The carbon replicas were then rinsed and mounted in the manner

previously described for the one stage carbon
ready .for examination.

films~

They were then

Figures 22 and 23 1 of mechanically ar.d

electrolytically polished surfaces, are examples of the resolution

to be obtained from

tbi~

type of replication.

Preparation of Stripped Films.
The technique described here !or stripping the nickel deposit
(180)
is essentially that suggested byWiel and Read~

To obtain specimens of electrodeposited nickel the plated
crystal was first coated with a lacquer to prevent films from leaving
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Figure 22. Two stage carbon replica of mechanically polished
polycrystalline copper slll'faoe., Approximateq

Figure 23.

SS,000

x.

Two stage carbon replica of electrolytically polished
monocrystalline copper surface. ApproJlmately 55 1 000 x.
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the surface except at desired orientations.

The chosen faces were

llghtl.T scored and the crystal placed in a hot sol.ution 0£ 2$0 g./l.
Cr03 ant 2$ g./l. H2S04 tor a period varying from a £ew seconds to
several hours, depending on the thickness an:! the particular
orientation, since film is held much more tenaciously on
than on, {µl°J faces.

f100]

faces

When it was desired to obtain !ilm from both

faces the {lll}s invariably became detached. from the copper Sllbstr.ate
first.

Once the crystal was removed £rom·the hot· etchant, it was

immediat. ely lowered into distilled water.

Often sections of film

noa.ted tree onto the water surface, or they could be dislodged by

movement of the crystal. beneath the water surface., Additional

materialwas·obtained by replacing the crystal in the stripping
solution an1 repeating the process.
The remainder.of the preparation of the films £or examination
(rinsing, mounting,· etc.) was as previously described for replicas.

------------

- - - - - - - - -
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V. RESULTS
A. Development of Surface Structure
An early series of miorographs made ot

fioo]

and

.[m} !'aces with

varying thickness o·t nickel deposit are shown in Figures

24

and 2.S.

These were made by successive plating, that is, increasing the deposit
thickness by continuing deposition over that already .formed and
interrupting the process to prepare replicas at desired stages.
They suffer i'ro.m the fact that the surface could not be adequately

cleaned between deposition periods and even more from the fact that
neither the same area nor the same orientation could be reproduced on
successive replicas.

Interpretation is rendered further difficult by

the over-heavy shadowing and the apparent artifacts in some cs.see.
Yet the development of surface roughness is clearly seen aJJd the
beginnings o:f pronounced facets on the

[m1

clearly imieated.

On the electropolished euri'aces shown it may be safely assumed

that all the structure visible is that due to the shadowing material.

It

has

been fairly well established that a good electropolished

surface shows no roughness visible at 20,000

x.

The shadowing material,

especially if' gold is used, unfortunately" o.tten shows graininess at
that magnification.
In the 100 A. and 200 A. microtlracha o:t the [100] the larger

particles .may probably" be attributed to artifacts and disregarded.·
An in.formative pattern of roughness vs. thickness then emerges.
A similar but improved series of miorographs is shown in F.tgurea
26 and 27.

The important differences are the use of a lower current
2
density (l.O ma.-/cm. ) in order to achieve thinner deposits and the
substitution of a two stage Faxfilm-carbon replication technique for
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Electropolished·Sur1'aoe

100 A.

200 A.

1000 A.

Figure

24.

2000 A.

Carbon replicas showing the development of a nickel electrodeposit on a {100] face of copper. Deposition conditiom
Watts Bath, pH 4,, lO ma./sq. cm. 60°c., interrupted plating
Approximatel7 40 ;,000 X.
.
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Electrodepoeited. Surface

200 A.

1000

A.

100 A.

SOO A.

2000 A.

Carbon replicas showipg the development· of nickel

eleotrodeposit on a {.lilj face of copper. Deposition
conditions: same aB given to caption to Figure 24•
Approximately40,000 x.

-~-

the .t'o:nner ca.rbon-over-Victawet.

The Faxfilm could be applied and

removedwithoutcontBminatlng the surface; in 'ract,·two. ~cceasive
'
. , .. ' .
' '
' '
. (80,l.46,J.48) .·
applications of the plastic 'are often recommended,
.
the

first to be

used

to remove traces of dust'and grease from the surface

and discarded.
' '·

The Fax.film impressions were taken from flat surfaces machined

parallel to

llOOJ

{lll3 faces;

am

so that the orientation remained

con5tant in successive thicknesses of nickel plating even though no

attempt was' iuade .to ta~

ail replicas .from the same element

'

of area•
'

Micrograph& in this series a.re not entirely tree from artifacts
)

,

,

.

4'

I

'

which might be mistaken £or part of the structure.
appearance of some of the thinner d~posits

•

The ridge.;like

on the {wo}
.

surface are
.

.

probably caused by buckling of the weak carbon ·film. The structure

tO be taken into account is that seen between
. .

the ridges.

.

.

Care should ·be. taken in makiDg interpretations based on the quoted
.

,.

,_

thicknesses. · These thicknesses are based on the current density
(calculated from the total current' as measured with an ammeter and

the

area 0f the entire "cathode)
0

approximate exposed

measured with a stop watch.
necessarily the

and the time

a~

This calculated average thickness is not

~tu.al thickness ·on either the {100J or the{~.

By placing the crystal in a tube of plain white paper in a good light

it was possible to see clearly differences in thickness.on the thinly
plated specimens.

Above

50 A.

could be distinguished, ~n the

the bright grey color of the nickel

b.oo}

!aces, while on the

{mJ

faces

tb6 copper color did not completely disappear until a thickness of
JOO A. or greater had bee~ reached.· Iri each of the quoted thicknesses,

.then, it must be kept in mind that the 5t_100}s were probably

.signi!ioantly thicker than this, while the t_illjs may have been a
great deal thinner.

Thus, the greater surface roughness ot the {100Js

as compared to the {llljs at, for example, SOO A. should not be
taken

to mean that the %oo}e become rough at an earlier stage of

deposition than do the

{mJs,

The same reasoning holds for all the

thiolmesses quoted in this paper.
In this thickness range the {100J s show little besides an
increase in surfaoe roughness, while the {lll}s show the beginnings
o! what appear to be potential .t'acets of a tetrahedral shape.
The question naturally arises as to whether the process of
interrupted plating affects.the development of the deposit as shown
by these replicas. . The only satisfactory method of arriving at an

answer to this ,objection is to plate directly to

the various desired

thicknesses and compare the :replicas from these experiments with those
shown 1n F.l.gures 26 and 27.
This has been done. . The nierographs fu .Figures 28 an:l 29

are

of

deposits prepared under the same collditions as those in F.Lgures 26
and 27, except that the current was not iriterrupted during plating.

Although the development of structural features is 1n the same
relative order as 1n the previous series; it may 1.mmediatel;rbe seen
that the roughness is much less throughout and that f'acets have not
;yet developed.

Thus some change occurred in the deposit during the

~eriods

in

which the current was interrupted. The effect on subsequent deposition
might have been due to the formation of oxides or basic salts on the
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lO A.

Eleotropolished Surface

Figure

20 A.

30 A.

so A..

70 A.

26-a. Carbon replicas showipg the development of a iliokel
electrodapoeit on a {iooj face of copper. Deposition
conditions&

Watts bath,, pH

4,

l.O ru../sq.

interrupted plating. ApproXimately 40 1 000

cm., &>Oc.,,

x.
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150

200 A.

Figure 26-b.

A.

300 A.

Continued growth of the deposit shown in Figure 26-·a. .

Eleotropol1shed Suirface

2o A.·

70 A.

$0 A•
Figure

27-a. Carbon replicas sbOWWg the development.of a nickel

tlllJ
Approximateq 40 1000 x. ·
electrodeposit on a

face of copper. . Deposition

conditions same as given in caption to ilgure 26.

·

300 A.

200 A.

Figure 27-b •. Continued growth

0£

the deposit ehown'in

Figure

27.;.;a.

I

I

-10-·

30 A..

70.A.

100 A.

J.50 A.

200 A.
Figure 28. Carbon replicas sbow;tpg the development of a nickel
eleotrodeposit·on a {'JDO:l £ace of copper~ Deposition
conditionss Watts bath,, pH 41 I.O malsq·•' cm.-, 60°c.,,
uninterrupted plating. ·Approxl.mateq 40 1 000 I.

30 A•.

100 A.

1$0 A.

200 A.

1000 A.

Figure 29. Cazbon replicas showi!'.18 the development of. a nickel

~leotrodeposit on a .fiili face o.f copper~. DepoaitiOn
con:iitioruu same as "give1 in caption to Figure 28.

Appro~tely 20 1 000

x.

-12(.54)

nickel, or might be interpreted ae evidence £or Fischer's
conclusion that within a .few seconds ·attar the current ceases there
is a rearrangement·of the deposit to an equilibrium .t'orm•
B. Features of Nickel Films
Although the replication methods may yield a great deal 0£

information on deposition processes from t~ir reproduction of the
sur!ace, they are inherently incapable o.t' answering the questions

ot orientation, crystal perfection, internal structure of the deposit,
etc.

For this, one must turn to microscopy. of the deposit itself,

or better, microscopy in conjunction with diffraction.

Once the

technique of detaching apparently una.ttacked sections of the nickel
deposit from the copper substrate had been perfected, data and results
began to be accumulated in rewarding quantity. ?tot all of these data

have been fully interpreted although several important conclusions
can be drawn.

To a large extent the e££ects tound on a iniororadiograph depe:rrl
upon the orientation.

Figures .30 and .31. c~mpare {100J

films plated u.Ddertha same conditions.· Both specimens

am -Q.n]
were taken

from spherical surfaces; The typical Bragg contours with recognizable

f

twin lines are seen on the lllj;

The twin lines are all eitber .

parallel to a given twin plane or at
section confirming the

tlll}

&J0

to it, the angle of inter-

orientation of the specimen.

The -l,100} film, .on the other hand, remarkably resembles a surface

replica.
linearity.

If these are Bragg contours they show amazing stability and
There is usually a tendency for Bragg contours to show

movements with small changes of focus and to rearrange themselves
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Figure 30. A nickel film., 100 A. thick, :stripped .from a

Deposition conditionst Watts bath, pH 41 10
6Qoc. Approximately 40,000 x.

~:1 -, :i .'I:.~~K&~···--·
Figure 31.

f100~

faoe.

ma../Sq.,cm.,

A nickel film, JOO A. thick, stripped from a {m'S face.
reposition conditions same as given in caption to
Figure 30. Approximately 40 1 000 x.

I

-----·--------------
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under the action of a high intensity- beam which these ridge-like structures

did not do.
Figure 32 is a· microradiograph of a

{).J.l} ·film,

There is now a great multiplicity- of twins.

$00 A. in thickness.

Careful inspection reveals

short tears in the film along some of the twin lines.

Thia weakness at

the intersection ot twins "with the nonnal matrix is a characteristic
feature of twins.

Figure 33 shows· twinning on a

{100}

orientat~on of film.

The twins

are at 90° to the othe~, which is the angle of intersection of the {lll}
1'he _thicknes~ he~e is 200 A.

planes oblique to a l,100J .face.

The thickest nickel films it was possible to strip had a thickness

of 1000 A.

The microradiographs in_ figures

34 and 36

reveal a great deal

of twinning ani again shows the weakness of the film. in the neighborhood
of twins.

The diffraction patterns (Figures 3S and 37) also show the

twinning, but there is no sigh of polycry-stallinity. · .This is doub~
.

.

.

'

interesting in view of the.fact that J:11atteness could be observed with
the naked eye on the

Q.u.J

poles by the end of the deposition period.

The widest twin so far observed .occur~ on a {100] .flat in this

deposition ard is shown in Figure

38.

The net of parallel linee on the
-

'

is not fully urderstood.

{mJ

{m]

miororadiograph (Figure 39)
.

'

They are approximately- parallel to one o! the

planes intersecting the surface and may- be the result of some

sort of periodicit7 in the crystal. lattice. Again, it

is

possible that

they- represent·in a fashion the topography of the eur.t'ace.
There is little doubt that features· ot the surface mani.feat

themselves in the microradiograph to greater or less degree.

Figure

40,

Figure 32. A nickel .tiJ.m, S00 A. thick, ·stripped from a. llll5 face •.
Deposition cwnditions as given in caption to F.l.gure 30.
Approximately

Figure JJ.

40 1000 x.

A nickel film, 200 A. thiok, stripped tro1n

a

{i~ !ace.

Deposition conditions same as given in caption to Figure 30.

Approximately

40 1 000 X.

.

!

r• ., .

~··

••

'

•

'

"'

Figure 34. · A nickel film, 1000 A, thick, stripped from a

Deponition ccnditionei Watts bath, pH
6Qoc"

Figure JS.

Approx:Unately ]$ 1 000

x.

4,

l.O

{.i.oo1 face.
ma../8q.,cm.,

Diffraction pattern of nickel film shown above.

·

,--

I

...77.

Figure 36. A nickel .f'il.m1 1000 A~ thick, stripped .t'rom a
face.
Deposition oonditionss Watts. bath, pH 41 10 ma./sq. om.,

fu.iJ

6Qoc. Approximately 4$1 000

F.tgure J7.

x.

Ditb'action pattern of nickel film shown above.

,-

--------------
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Figure .38. A nickel film', 1000 A,, thick, stripped from a

{ioo}

Figure 39e A nickel filmi lOOO A. thick, stripped -from a

.ij.uJ face.

Approximately

Approximately

15,ooo x.

151 000

x. ·

face.
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Figure

40.

Figure

41. A nickel

A nickel .film, So A. thick,, stripped from near a
face~ ApproximatelT 100 1000

x.

face.

fm]

film, .$00 A. thick, stripped .from near a
Approximately 40 1 000 x.

flll3

,----

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

!

of a deposit

50

A. thick, probably owes all of its contra.St to the

minute surface roughness, with the exception _0£ the dark spots which

are obviously artifacts.'

41,

In thicker deposits, such as th.at of .SOO A.·, shown in .Figure

the fine background ngraininess" is probably due to the topograph;r

ot the

specimen._ Thie specimen possesses the parallel lines similar

to those mentioned in connection with Figure 39. Figure 33 showed

the grainy background. which might also be interpreted as a siirface
feature.
The question o:t the exact contribution.- of topography to the
transmission. microradiographs can only be resolved by- meticulous
comparison.·of identical areas on replicas an1 stripped films.

The

difficulties inherent in such a study cannot be underestimated.

No

simple method. has yet been devised for marking the electrodeposit

to be certain that the _same region of the specimen will be examined
by replica techniques a.Di by.transmission.

c.

Dark ltield Images

The advantages o! dark field illumination in highlighting twins,
stacking faults, and other dislocations have already been pointed out.
In this section some bright an.i dark field images of nickel films of
various thicknesses are presented. All microra.diographs in this
section are the work of Dr. Kenneth R. Lawless of the University of

Virginia, and most of the following discussion represents his

interpretations.
The clarity of dislocations in dark field images is shown in

figure

42.

The narrow lines are ascribed to stacking faults an::t the

of

wider lines in the lower right are probably the images·
twiris •. The
.
.
9
.
density of dislocations is estimated at 10 per square centimeter, an
order ot magnitude less. than that usually" found in evaporated thiil
films,.

In the thinner deposits, twins are not as o.ften eneountered.
Figure

4.3 is a

~hinnest

microradiograph of the

strip and examine - SO

A.

film it

was

The orientation o! this film is

possible to

{lll}. ·

The triangular areas are interpreted as representing individual
dislocations, a conclusion supported but not decisively confirmed by
the dark field image in Figure

44.

The diffraction pattern, Figure

45,

shovs the prominence of oxides on films of this thickness.
Figures

46

and

48

are bright field microradiographs of nickel films

with a ~oo} orientation.
the filla of Figure

F.tgure

48 is 200

dark field images (Figlires

46

shows a £ilm 100 A. thick, while

A. thick.

47_ and

As revealed by their companion

49) the twins have become wider and

the stacking.faults denser with increasing thickness.

Bragg contours

are also JaOre proniinent on the thicker film •
.Further studies of nickel .films strippecI at various stages 0£

deposition are now in progress using dark field ·techniques.
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Figure

42.

A da:-k field image .of'· a nickel film, 200 A. thick,
stripped :trOJn · near a (100} face.· Approximately 2$ ,000 x.

(From a negative by K. R. Lawless)

Nigure

43 • A nickel. film, $0 A. thick, stripped !rom a {pi} face.

Deposition conditional Watts bath, pH 4, 5 ma./Sq. am.,
60°c. Approximately 155,000 x. (From a negative by
K. R. Lawless)

Figure

44.

The area shoWn 1n Figure 4.3 as it appears under dark field
illumination. Approximate~ lSS,ooo x.

(From.a negative by K. R. Lawless)

Figure

45.

Diffraction pattern of the nickel film. shown in Figures
4.3 and 44. Note prominent appearance of oxide spots.
(From a negative by K. R. Lawless)

Figure

.f:Um1 100 A. thick, stripped from a {ill~ face.
Degosition conditions• Watts bath1 pH 4.- 10.ma.(sq.cm;,
&:J c. Approximately 1$01 000 x.
(From a negative by K. R. Lawless)

46. A nickel

,,4#AJ4%L~
\-?;_~~· ~;·_,-:->;~~

Figuz:e

47.

The area shoWn above as it appears under dark field
illumination. Appro:ximately 150 1 000 X.
(From a negative by K. R. Lawless)
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FigUre

48.

Fi.gU.re 49.

The area shown above as· it appears under dark field
illumination. . Approximately 20 .,ooo X.
(:From a negative by K. R. Lawless)

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Present knowledge includes the following facts, uncovered in

this study of thin electrodeposited filrruu

1. Nickel electrodeposits as thin ae 50 A. are continuous over

the substrate rather than growing as individual islands.
2.

The rate of growth of the electrodeposit in its earliest

stages is much .faster on the {100} than on the

.(lll3-

face.

'

3. The deposit on the {ioo} face showed graininess or microroughnese at a magnification of 20,000 X when the deposit reached
approximately

50

A. in thickness.

The same held true of the

tlllJ

face at a thickness of approxl.mately 30 A.

4.
both the

The deposit continues the orientation o:t the substrate on

{loo}

and the [1llJ faces in the very earliest stages and

forms as a single crystal.
thickness of the

l.l.J.!1

When the deposit reaches 1000 A•. in

face, signs of crystals unoriented with

respect to the base become apparent in some electron diffraction
patterns.

The deposit on the {100} face remains monocrystalline to

appreciable thickness.

S.

Twinning of the deposit is evidenced on the

thicknesses as low as 100 A.

{m]

faces at

Twinning on the {100] face occurs to

a lesser extent and at a later stage.

6. Boundaries between twins and matrix are points of weakness
as judged by the !act that rupture of the stripped film occurs
there first.

,--I
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7. Under dark field illumination., fine white lines of the
order of 2$00 A. in length an1 separated by an average distance of
the order of 1000 A. are visible on deposits stripped from ~he

{ioo}

The origin of these lines may tentatively be assigned to

face.

stacking faults in the close-packed {111"j plane.

8. No regions of preferred growth were observed until the
deposit reached approxlmately

Soo . A.

in tMckness .on the {100} faces

and approximately 200 A. in thickness on the

{ml

faces.

At this

thickness pyramids became visible at the highest magnifications of
the replica available in the electron microscope.
pyramids on

-H.ooJ

the facets on

!aces are probably parallel to

the {lli}

The sides of the

{u2}

faces., while

faces probably have their sides parallel to

other ~J orientations.

To the

naked eye and to the reflection

optical microscope both surfaces appear perfectly smooth.

9.

Stronger bonding on {10~ .face.

The work thus far reported by no means represents a complete
investigation.

The most interesting questions lie yet unanswered.

What are the nucleation sites? What is the growth mechanism of the
.

first few atom layers?

.

It may be hoped that further work will

provide at least partial answers to questions such as these.
"

The following model is proposed to account for the formation of
twins and stacking faults and their appearance on microradiographs.
In this model twins occur because of violations in the normal stacking
order during deposition.
During deposition growth nonnal to the surface may not be
exactly uniform at all points and some areas become a few atom layers

-88--

thicker than others.

If in addition it is remembered that m.aey-

dislooations are present., having either been present in the copper
originally or introduced by the copper-nickel misfit,, it is seen that

many small areas

of

fm3

may be exposed. In F.1.gure SO
flOOJ oriented substrate.

arrangement

this situation is illustrated on a

On this {lll} stacking faults or twinning may occur.

Considering

probability theory it would seem that a certain nwnber of depositing
atoms

~ould

{ill}

plane just beneath the surface plane and assume lattice positions

overcome the second-nearest neighbor attractions of the

in the improper interstices.

Lateral growth 0£ a deposit is much

!aster than outward growth., and., therefore,, the shape of the twinned

area. would be long., thin, and narrow• Being oblique to the film plane,

the width 0£ the twin appearing on the micrograph would be wider than
the true width.

(See Figure 51)

Two ~} planes intersect each {100} face., making an angle of

.$4°44•

With the base plane, their intersections with the base being 90° to each
other.

Thus twins and stacking faults on

'l.1003

faces would appear

either parallel or at right angles to each other.
Thre.e

,flll}

planes lie oblique,, at 70°321,

to each

plane, intersecting the base at tAJ 0 to each other.

tiuJ base

Thus the observed

angle of intersection of twins on films of this orientation.·
It is possible that other causes operate to produce twins in
addition. to, or instead of, the probability mechanism.

Cobalt impurities

both in the nickel bath and in the cathodic metal have been suggested
as the origin of twins and stacking faults.

The crystal structure o!

cobalt is hexagonal close-packed., which exhibits an ••• ABABAB ••• stacking
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FIGURE 50
THE' INTERSECTION OFA {111} PLANE 'WITHA {100} BASE" PLANE'

<A) CROSS-SECT! ONAL VIEW

(8)NOIV1Al VIEW. LiFT HAND PORTION OF' SURFACE OM 141r,tffP
LiVIL THAN Al41iT HANO PaqT1e•1.
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FIGURE 51
mtJE AND

AP PA RE NT \./IDTHS OF A TV.llN
,5 E£ N \ /\J fa1 ST Rt PPE D FI L fv1

arrangement on

llllJ

planes. A group of cobalt atoms depositing on the

surface could originate this stacking sequence, which, if .followed by
normal nickel deposition, would reveal itself as a fault or twin.

Another explanation is that the twins do not form as the atoms
assume

lattice positions, but are introduced later, as continued .

deposition increases the misfit strain, until this strain is relieved
by a shift of some of the atoms beneath the surface and a twin resUlts.

Any of these models could be used as a basis of explanation for
the growth of twins, but all are incomplete in the sense that they

cannot be used to account for the di!ference in observed behavior
between the {1.00} and the

llll} orientations. Two suggestions are

herewith presented as tentative explanations of this. The first is that

the closer packing on {lll} faces as compared with f100.J faces in the
face-centered cubic system results in a greater strain being associated
with
that

any lattice misfit on the £m}. The second makes use of the tact
ij.oQ'j is the pre.:f'erred direction of growth for nickel deposited

.from the Watts bath.

This could explain the greater growth rate on [100}

.

faces, which in turn probably causes the stronger apparent bonding to
the copper substrate.

The greater degree of twinning on

[lllJ

planes

might be caused by the larger number of dislocations which produce more

{.l.llJ

planes oblique to the surface, while the earlier development of

polycrystallinity ot the deposit on these £aces would be due to a
combination of both these factors.
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SUMMARY

The first few atom layers of nickel electrodei)Osited from a
Watts-type bath· onto· an atomically smooth unstrained. substrate
consisting of a single crystal of copper are monocrystalline and
bear an epitaxial relationship to the substrate. With increasing
thickness the deposit first begins to develop twins, then individual
crystallites, and finall;y develops a randomly oriented polycrystalline
structure.

The rapidity with which these developments occur is not

equal on all crystal !a.ce~.-~ The ~l1l} showed the greater tendency
toward twinning, and later toward becoming polycrystalline, while
the ~} resisted this change and zemained monocry-stalline to

thicknesses in excess of 10 1 000 A.

Carbon replication techniques are usetul in obtaining infonnation
about surface topograpb1" and regions of preferred growth, while
microradiographe from stripped films of deposit yield data on twinei
and stacking !aults, 1ndividua1 dislocations, crystal. perfection

and orientation.

These techniques complement each other in following

the deposition process on a given cryatal.lographio plane.
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